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Abstract. Based on the data of a arch bridge that lready built up, the finite element analysis
model is established by finite element analysis software called Midas Civil. The buckling mode
and buckling characteristics of the bridge are analyzed. The following operations changes are
performed: the width of the arch rib, the cross section of the arch rib, the cross section of the
column, the relative position of the column in the arch rib, etc.he finite element analysis model
is established to study the buckling mode of arch bridge under different arch bridge parameters.
In the design of arch bridge, the reasonable analysis of the arch bridge is considered. The
results show that the stability coefficient of the arch bridge is not linear, but a nonlinear effect.
There is a reasonable choice of the multi parameters of the arch bridge, which is related to the
use of the concrete arch bridge, the terrain conditions and so on.This paper is to make a basic
research to provide some theoretical basis for the design of the arch bridge with reasonable
parameters.

1 Introduction
Taking an arch bridge as a beautiful bridge shape ,used by many bridge engineers in the history
of bridge construction. On the one hand, due to its beautiful shape, and can be well coordinated with
the surrounding environment. On the other hand,because old arch bridge as a bearing structure, as
long as the good compression performance has condition to become a prerequisite for arch bridge
construction materials.And stone material as the bearing capacity of good material,it is convenient to
take the promotion of arch bridge. The most famous Chinese arch bridge is Zhaozhou Bridge, it is a
typical deck arch bridge, although it is old, still in use, which is sufficient to explain the stability of
this shape of bridge. The study of the arch bridge has always been a keen to the engineering research
personnel.Chen G H[1]analysed linear and nonlinear of arch bridge, and summarizes some
characteristics of nonlinear.Huo X J[2]discussed the nonlinear characteristics of the arch
bridge,especially for the nonlinear characteristics of the special-shaped arch bridge.Zhu K Z[3]
considered the stability of arch bridge in the case of geometric imperfections. Wu X L[4] described
nonlinear behavior of arch bridge when it use stiff skeleton as it’s load-bearing structure.But in the
research field of arch bridge,the concrete influence of all parameters on the buckling analysis of arch
bridge is not discussed.In this paper,mainly do theoretical study and numerical simulation on the basis
of this aspect.nowadays,with the progress of science and technology and the invention of concrete
filled steel tube, the bearing capacity of arch bridge has been widened.In succession, there is a
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medium bearing and a lower bearing type of arch bridge, but the upper deck arch bridge still has its
unique position.More famous deck type arch bridge is changjiang river bridge in wanxian of
chongqing city,a bridge has a 420m mainspan,Yajisha bridge with a 360m mainspan in Guangdong
province,Beipan river bridge with a 236m mainspan in Guizhou province etc.Reinforced concrete arch
bridge has great competition in the moder long-span arch bridge, and the ribbed-box arch bridge is the
common kind in the arch bridge.This article mainly research by ribbed-box arch bridge.The section
forms that varies considerably depending on topography, span of arch rib and prevailing level.
Between arch ribs and bridge panel connected by columns.By controlling the other parameters
constant, this paper mainly change the arch of a parameter to study under the condition of a certain
parameter change buckling mode change situation of arch bridge, under the premise to ensure stability
of the bridge is a reasonable choice of parameters of arch bridge.

2 The finite element modeling
2.1 The engineering general situation
A bridge has been built on the reinforced concrete of bearing type ribbed-box arch bridge is a
typical deck type arch bridge.It is located in the mountains where has a river flow through,
considering the problems of the construction of the piers, chose the arch bridge, this also is many
mountains in the choice to consider the reason of the arch bridge.The deck width is 10m,net span if
150m,net sagittal height is 30m.arch axis of bridge is catenary(catenary coefficient:1.988).The main
arch ring cross section is single box section double room, with four rectangular columns and cover
beam connections, not set transverse connection, only through the upper plate beam to make four
columns to form a whole. This bridge used simple beam to construct it’s structure on the arch,which
are all precast T shape beam.
2.2 Create

the finite element model

Based on Midas Civil powerful finite element analysis, the use of it to establish finite element
model of arch bridge.Because the main purpose is to analyze the buckling of arch bridge modal, so
the main consideration when modeling the main part of the arch bridge, ignoring the approach span
section.Main arch on reinforced concrete components and mainspan floor system component by
using the three dimensional space beam element model were divided into 645 units and 475
nodes.Along the bridge for the x direction, cross the bridge for the y direction, perpendicular to the
bridge deck for z direction, according to the related parameters to establish the three dimensional
space finite element model of arch bridge.Finite element model is shown in figure 3.

Fig.3 Finite element model

3 The finite element modeling
3.1 Create the finite element model
If arch outside surface not under lateral load, the effect of the transverse stiffness of smaller
arch, when the arch was under in-plane loading reached the critical value of the arch axis to the
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vertical plane deviation and appear when the roll, the branch instability appeared in the process of
balance.When under the critical state of stress is less than the yield stress, is the face external elastic
curve, because it is a problem of space, so the exact solution is more difficult, can only approximate
solutions.Flat arch axis, the buckling instability is roll more instability,the difference is symmetry
instability or antisymmetry buckling.Arch bridge is a spatial curve when after the roll.Which
displacement and the geometric relation can be obtained by the curvilinear coordinates.Its
computation formula as shown in type (1) :

The plane arch in-plane differential process when it flexural torsional buckling:
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3.2 Create the finite element model
（1）Change the width of the arch rib
The main method is to keep the arch of the other parameters constant, change the width of the
arch rib, in order to further analyzing the buckling characteristics of arch bridge.Keep the arch span
150 m, the arch rib section height unchanged, only change the width of the arch rib, to achieve the
goal of different width span ratio.Itself, the width of the bridge arch rib is 6 m, then respectively set
the arch rib width is 5 m, 5.5 m, 6.5 m, 7 m arch buckling analysis of four cases.Then a comparison
with the original arch bridge.Specific data as shown in figure 4:

Fig.4 Comparison of the stability coefficient of different arch rib section

From figure 4 of the stability factor of the arch bridge under different arch rib width contrast can
be seen in the four kinds of arch rib width change, under the condition of stability factor change is not
big, and close to the original arch bridge model.It's enough to see the original arch bridge model when
choosing arch rib width has chosen the reasonable width, and in the case of arch rib width change is
not big, affect is the basic analysis of the stability of the arch bridge.This also verify the stability of
arch rib to get a lot of promise.Based on this result, when choosing arch rib width should be properly
by precise calculation of width, considering the structure safety and can decrease the cost and achieve
great price.
（2）Change the lateral stiffness of arch rib
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Lateral stiffness of the arch rib is not only related to materials used in the arch rib, also related to
the particular form of arch rib section.By the original arch bridge arch rib section of the form we can
use some measures to change its lateral stiffness, the up and down in the roof and partition of arch rib
is what we can consider to change the parameters of arch rib.In fluctuation of roof respectively based
on the original arch bridge arch rib width 0.25 m set respectively 0.3 m and 0.35 m comparing two
kinds of thickness.And partition based on the original arch bridge in the plate thickness of 0.2 m,
respectively set up 0.25 m, 0.3 m comparing two kinds of thickness.The results after specific
parameters changed as shown in figure 5:

Fig.5 The stability coefficient of the lateral stiffness of the arch rib

Can be seen from the figure 5 as the growth of the order number, number increases present single
direction stability, and under the condition of parameter change, the stability coefficient between
different parameters did not show obvious differentiation.By contrast can be found in the first order
instability and second-order buckling stability coefficient under basically did not change, and in the
third order instability and a slight change to fourth order stability.It also suggests that the transverse
stiffness of concrete in the case of small change in a second order modal not show obvious
differentiation, and with the increase of the buckling mode will appear more serious changes.Because
of high order buckling mode has higher request to the structure, so even subtle differences in high
order instability will also is very obvious.This requires engineering technical personnel must carefully
when considering the complex engineering bridge calculation parameters, be sure to get the
reasonable value range.
（3）change the size of the column section (mainly changed the size of the cross section）
The original model of arch bridge cross section width of 0.45 m.Now cross section width were
taken into 0.35 m, 0.4 m, 0.5 m, 0.55 m four cases of arch bridge, such as buckling mode were
compared with the original arch bridge modal, look at the parameters under the condition of buckling
of arch bridge modal for the influence of the geometry.Specific contrast situation as shown in figure 6:

Fig.6 The stability coefficient of arch bridge with the change of the width of the column section

Through comparing can be found in figure 6, as in the previous two parameters, the buckling
mode under different parameters presented obvious differentiation, and more obvious.This shows that
the parameters on the buckling of arch bridge modal has great influence, and, with the increase of
order differentiation become clearer. Can be seen from the figure 6 is the width of 0.5 m, the stability
coefficient of the linear integral over the original arch bridge, just as the order number increase, to be
near the original arch bridge linear trend;When the width is 0.55 m, stability coefficient of the linear
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down to the bottom of the whole line instead of the original arch bridge;And width of 0.35 m and 0.4
m also presents the differentiation, the whole line above, in the original arch bridge which is a whole
line below the original arch bridge.Which can account for the width change is not linear to the arch of
the buckling mode, choose reasonable pillar width of cross section need considering comprehensive
situations, nonlinear effects of the width of the column section will undoubtedly make the important
factor that cannot be ignored.
（4）Change the columns and the relative position of the arch rib
Based on the original column in the relative position of the arch rib arch bridge design, through
the relative position of pillar set for the original offshoring move and operation to study the buckling
modes of the arch bridge, the specific data as shown in figure 7:

Fig.7 The stability coefficient of arch bridge with the change of the position of the column relative to the
design

Through this parameter can be seen from the figure 7 data changes significantly different from
the former two kinds of circumstances, but with the changes in the pillar width of cross section and a
little different.When offshoring stud 15 cm below the line integral in the original arch bridge line, and
divide;When offshoring post 25 cm, also on the original arch bridge below the line.Offshoring it with
15 cm of differentiation is not obvious at first, and when the order number increase differentiation
become clearer.Which further proves the high order to specific parameters of the structure and
instability of requirements.Pillar in moving within 15 cm and 25 cm above the line in the original arch
bridge, offshoring and roughly similar.Offshoring from figure 7 also found pillar relatively within the
column is compared with the original arch bridge linear differentiation are relatively obvious, it also
can see the importance of the relative position of the mast in the arch rib.

3.Conclusion
Through the theoretical knowledge of buckling is discussed, and the establishment of the finite
element model can know the bearing type arch bridge conform to the related characteristics of
stability.Under the first order buckling instability, main show is symmetric tilt under quadratic
performance for antisymmetric lateral buckling.Arch bridge bearing type in order to further to test
under the condition of the various parameters change the arch buckling mode, buckling modal for arch
bridge has a better understanding, first from the perspective of a single parameter change, change the
arch width span ratio respectively, box-type structure of baffle plate and the thickness of the roof and
floor, column cross-section the size of the columns in the arch rib buckling analysis was carried out on
the arch bridge such as the change of the relative position.Then select two groups is discussed under
the coupling between the parameters of buckling analysis of arch bridge with single parameter change
under the influence of the buckling analysis of comparison.And get the following conclusions:
（1） Through the modeling data and theoretical analysis of the contrast, in line with the theory of
train of thought, show that model is in conformity with mechanical characteristics.
（2）To control the other parameters constant, focus on changing one parameter to verify that this
parameter change the buckling mode under the condition of arch bridge as well as the comparison
with the original bridge.Through change edge width span ratio of arch rib, lateral stiffness of the arch
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rib, column section size, post four kinds of circumstances such as the change of the relative position of
the arch rib to study.From the final results indicate that either way, the buckling mode of arch bridge
is not linear, but nonlinear.But not every kind of parameter changes of buckling modes are compared
with the original bridge has a significant change, such as the width of the arch rib section and lateral
stiffness of the arch rib, when they change is fundamental to the buckling of arch bridge is not big
impact analysis.And the width of the column section and the change of the relative position of the arch
rib is the post buckling analysis of the arch bridge has a obvious effect.
（3） In this paper, we selected the buckling analysis of several groups of parameters on the arch
bridge, the influence of the important parameters in the arch and far more than these, for selected
groups of parameters is designed to do a basic research, with the single parameter in the arch buckling
analysis of arch bridge and the influence of many parameters of arch bridge between buckling analysis
of the coupling effects.For arch bridge of the parametric study, still need to do more work.But no
matter how to change a parameter, in which the influence of the arch bridge has a reasonable range. In
respect of buckling mode, the same is true of.Any impact parameter is not linear, based on this,
choose reasonable bridge's sake should be considered in order to obtain high cost performance of
bridge parameters match.
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